
Crazy Wife 1651 

Chapter 1651: The loyal second elder (1) 

 

“Tiger King! We’re friends! Are you really going to recognize me as your master?” Leng ruoxue looked at 

the dark Tiger King and asked in a serious tone. 

“Mm! I want to advance! A Beastie without a master is so pitiful!” The dark Tiger King said with an 

aggrieved expression. The tears in its eyes were about to burst again. 

When Leng ruoxue heard the darkness Tiger King’s words, she helplessly wiped the cold sweat off her 

forehead. She thought to herself,’this Tiger is really honest.’ However, she had always had a good 

impression of this Black Tiger and liked its two babies. Although the darkness Tiger King’s master 

recognition had a certain purpose, it wasn’t something that she couldn’t accept. However, she also 

understood the darkness Tiger King’s crazy personality. She was afraid that it was just a temporary 

impulse. 

“Tiger King! Once you recognize a master, you will lose your freedom. ” Leng ruoxue reminded. 

“I want to advance,” The dark Tiger King said stubbornly. 

“Alright then! You can recognize your own master!” Seeing that it had already made up its mind, Leng 

ruoxue didn’t decline. 

“En!” The shadow Tiger King nodded its large head. Then, as if it was afraid that Leng ruoxue would go 

back on her words, it quickly signed a soul contract with her. Following the rules of the contract, the two 

of them officially became master beasts. 

“Little girl, now I’m also your Beastie. You have to work hard in your cultivation and strive to advance in 

rank as soon as possible!” After the contract was completed, the dark Tiger King urged him anxiously. 

Ugh! When Leng ruoxue heard the dark Tiger King’s warning, she felt a little depressed. She really didn’t 

know if the dark Tiger King had found a cute and obedient Beastie for her, or had she found a supervisor 

for her? However, no matter how he looked at it, the shadow Tiger King did not seem to be cute at all. 

Sigh! Forget it! She admitted it. Who asked her to be soft-hearted? 

“Little girl!” Seeing that Leng ruoxue was ignoring him, the shadow Tiger King could not help but call out 

again. 

“I’ll work hard on my cultivation. ” Leng ruoxue’s forehead was covered in cold sweat. 

“MMH! Then you should quickly go into seclusion! I’ll train those old men well for you. ” The dark Tiger 

King quickly said. 

Leng ruoxue didn’t expect the dark Tiger King to be in such a hurry. She had just broken through, but it 

was urging her to go into closed-door cultivation immediately. Sigh! What the hell is this? 

After exchanging glances with the demon, Leng ruoxue said helplessly,””Demon, let’s go!” 



“En!” The demon held back his laughter and nodded. However, just as the two of them were about to 

leave, they were stopped by the dark Tiger King. 

“Little girl! Wait a minute!” The dark Tiger King said with a frown. 

“Eh? What’s the matter?” Leng ruoxue’s face was filled with question marks. 

“Little girl, you can go and cultivate in seclusion. This man has to stay. Her beauty was misleading! It will 

affect your cultivation speed. ” The dark Tiger King reminded him earnestly. 

The dark Tiger King’s words left Leng ruoxue flabbergasted and at a loss for words. Wu ... She didn’t hear 

wrongly, right? Why did he have to care about this Tiger? He had just become her Beastie, and now he 

wanted to break up the couple? 

At this moment, Bai Xian, who had been hiding behind Leng ruoxue, felt a chill run down his spine. Cold 

sweat had already started to drip down his body, and he couldn’t help but feel disgusted in his heart. 

Was this Black Tiger really looking for death? They didn’t dare to provoke that demonic man. Moreover, 

after being miss’s beast for so long, it knew very well how much that demonic man liked to stick to miss. 

Now, this Black Tiger actually despised that demonic man for delaying miss’s cultivation.ai! It could 

already see the dark Tiger King’s miserable end. 

“Repeat what you just said!” The demon laughed. The expression on his face was very calm, making it 

impossible to tell whether he was happy or angry. However, the calmer he was, the more uneasy Leng 

ruoxue felt. 

“I said that beauty is misleading. Even if you like the little girl, you can’t delay her cultivation.” The dark 

Tiger King’s reaction was a little slow. However, it could not help but think,’isn’t it clear enough?’ This 

human actually didn’t understand. It seemed like he was really a pretty boy who only had good looks! It 

felt some disdain in its heart. 

“How did I delay her cultivation?” The evildoer asked shamelessly. Leng ruoxue and Bai Xian, who were 

standing beside him, were so nervous that they did not even dare to breathe. They were afraid that the 

Tiger King would say something shocking that would enrage the evildoer and cause him to be unable to 

deal with it. 

“With you around, how could this little girl have the mood to cultivate! That face of yours is a source of 

trouble! No! ‘This little girl can’t be charmed by you to the point that she doesn’t want to improve. Her 

main task now is to cultivate hard. As for men and other things, they have to be ranked at the back!’ 

How about this, I’ve decided when the little girl advances to reverent-god level, and I’ll let you two meet 

again. As for now, don’t come and disturb my family’s little girl. ” The more the dark Tiger King spoke, 

the more it felt that its words made sense. It had completely ignored the demon’s increasingly dark 

expression and the cold aura that was exuding from his body. As for Leng ruoxue and Bai Xian, they 

quietly left the dangerous zone. 

Reality proved that Leng ruoxue and Bai Xian’s foresight was wise. As soon as the dark Tiger King’s voice 

fell, the evildoer rushed to the front of the dark Tiger King and grabbed the thick fur on its neck. He 

clenched his fist and ruthlessly swung it at its big head ... 



Then, a ‘bang’ was heard! Bang! Bang! Bang!’ The sound of fists hitting flesh reverberated through the 

clouds, and the demon’s fists rained down like raindrops. The dark Tiger King, who wasn’t mentally 

prepared, was stunned, and it couldn’t come back to its senses for a long time. 

After a long time. 

By the time the dark Tiger King reacted, Leng ruoxue and the demon had already left. Only Bai Xian was 

looking at it from the side with a hint of sympathy. 

At this moment, the dark Tiger King was covered in injuries. The blood on its body had already dyed half 

of its fur red and was dripping onto the ground along its fur. Its eyes were still a little dazed, and it 

seemed as if it had not fully regained consciousness. 

“I was beaten up?” The dark Tiger King said in disbelief after a long while. 

“Yup! You’ve been beaten up. ” Bai Xian nodded and couldn’t help but add in his heart,’he was beaten 

up so badly!’ 

“H-how is this possible? Why didn’t I retaliate?” The dark Tiger King was bewildered. Even if its reaction 

was slow, it was impossible for it to not retaliate after being hit, right? This was definitely not something 

it would do! It was extremely depressed. 

“I don’t know!” Bai Xian lowered his head. He didn’t want to express any opinion on the dark Tiger 

King’s beating. In fact, they were very unwilling to provoke that evildoer. Although he wouldn’t do 

anything to them for the sake of the young miss, they were still very afraid that he would attack them 

from behind due to their intuition for danger. It was impossible to guard against that. 

“Then why did he beat me up? I didn’t offend him, did I?” The dark Tiger King said in an aggrieved 

manner. It didn’t realize that it was its words that had angered the demon. Therefore, it felt extremely 

unbalanced to be beaten up for no reason. However, what it couldn’t accept even more was that its 

strength was on par with that man ‘s. Why would it stupidly allow the other party to beat it up? It could 

not understand. 

The dark Tiger King’s words left Bai Xian speechless! It had thought that this Tiger was very smart. Only 

now did it realize that this shadow Tiger King was not just an ordinary person. Who wouldn’t be angry 

when they heard that the Tiger King had separated the husband and wife who were as close as glue and 

said that they could only meet after they had cultivated to the reverent-god level? More importantly, 

with its understanding of the young miss and that devilish man, how could they be away from each 

other for too long? So, wasn’t the dark Tiger King asking for a beating by saying such words? It only had 

two words for the Tiger King now, and that was that it deserved it! 

Chapter 1652: The loyal second elder (2) 

 

“I’m asking you a question! Why are you ignoring me?” Seeing Bai Xian remain silent for a long time, the 

darkness Tiger King couldn’t help but become anxious. 

“I don’t have anything to say!” Bai Xian said honestly. 



“Why would I have nothing to say? you just need to tell me why he beat me up. Isn’t that easy?” The 

dark Tiger King said, unwilling to let this go. 

“You can ask whoever beat you up. I can’t help you.” Bai Xian said helplessly as he wiped the cold sweat 

from his forehead. He had originally thought that the Umbra Tiger King was very smart. Only today did 

he realize that it was an idiot! It said the wrong thing and offended someone, but it still didn’t know it 

and kept asking it why. Sigh! It really couldn’t be bothered to argue with the dark Tiger King anymore. It 

knew very well that if it really told the dark Tiger King the reason, this Tiger might continue to ask it for 

the truth. It was very busy and didn’t have the time to answer this Tiger’s 100000 ‘why’ s! At the 

thought of this, Bai Xian chose to teleport. 

“AI! Don’t you run!” Seeing that Bai Xian had disappeared, the dark Tiger King anxiously stomped its 

paws. However, after just two stomps, it felt a piercing pain coming from its body. That demonic man 

was really heavy-handed! Hmph Hmph! It’s best not to let it catch that evildoer. Otherwise, I’ll definitely 

make him suffer! It thought to itself with hatred. 

Then, it took out a healing pill and put it in its mouth. After eating the pill, its external injuries were 

cured, but it still felt a sharp pain. 

F * ck! What was going on? This was too strange! The shadow Tiger King cursed in its heart before it 

limped and trembled as it left its spot. 

After Leng ruoxue and the demon left, they went to a few other places to look around. However, the 

demon kept a straight face the entire time. Leng ruoxue could not help but laugh in her heart when she 

saw this. 

It seemed like the demon was really angry. Although she also felt that the dark Tiger King was a bit 

naggy, she did not feel too angry. Instead, she felt that it was funny. Who asked her to know the dark 

Tiger King’s weakness? 

“Demon, don’t be angry. No one will take the Tiger King’s words seriously.” Leng ruoxue smiled as she 

consoled him. 

“That damn Tiger, I won’t let it go. I’ve only taught it a small lesson today, but it’ll suffer in the future.” 

The demon gritted his teeth. The poor Tiger King had no idea that his suggestion today had brought him 

a devil-like opponent. In the days to come, he would be in deep waters and burning fires. 

“Hehe!” Leng ruoxue chuckled as she prayed for the dark Tiger King in her heart. Poor fellow, I wish you 

good luck! 

“Xue ‘er! You’re not allowed to help it!” The demon looked at Leng ruoxue and warned. 

“Don’t worry! I’m on your side. ” Leng ruoxue promised. 

“That’s good! Xue ‘er, let’s go over there and sit for a while!” The demon pointed at a huge rock and said 

in satisfaction. 

Leng ruoxue nodded and pulled the evildoer to sit down with her. However, just as they sat down, they 

saw a person running towards them in a panic. 



And that person was none other than the second elder, who was in an extremely sorry state and 

covered in injuries. 

The second elder ran to the front. When he saw Leng ruoxue and the evildoer, the anger in his heart 

burned even more and he roared,”Wretched girl, what are you doing here?” 

“I can’t be here? I saw that this place is quite quiet and the environment is not bad, so I came here with 

my man for a walk. ” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

“Strolling? D * MN girl, you really don’t know how high the sky is. Do you know how dangerous this 

place is? You actually dared to come here for a stroll, I think you really don’t want your lives. ” The 

second elder roared in anger. 

“This place is very dangerous?” Leng ruoxue deliberately showed an expression of disbelief. 

“Of course it’s dangerous. F * ck, I really don’t know what kind of place this is. It’s actually filled with 

godly venerable rank beasts.” The second elder said unhappily. As long as he thought of this, he had no 

way to vent the gloominess in his heart. Moreover, he never knew that godly venerable rank beasties 

were so common that they could be found everywhere. They didn’t even have the same kind. It was 

really infuriating! 

“How could that be possible?” Leng ruoxue blinked her beautiful eyes, obviously not believing second 

elder’s words. However, she was laughing in her heart. After the second elder and the others entered 

the illusionary sky, they would only think that this was a strange place and would not remember that 

they were undergoing devil training. This was also the special thing about the illusionary sky. This way, it 

also increased the sense of realism. 

“Do you think I would lie to you? Wretched girl, if you don’t want to die, then quickly leave. ” The 

second elder roared. 

“Why don’t you leave?” Leng ruoxue was very surprised. This old man actually told her to leave quickly. 

This really touched her! 

“If I could leave, I would have run away long ago! You guys should leave this place quickly!” The second 

elder urged anxiously. He could already feel the two Hierarch rank beasts getting closer and closer. 

These two beasts were coming for him. Therefore, he was very loyal and did not want to implicate Leng 

ruoxue. Although he did not like Leng ruoxue very much, he could not abandon her and that evildoer at 

this time. Otherwise, not only would the master not let him off, he would also blame himself for this. As 

the second elder of the ning family, although he had been dismissed, he was still a member of the 

family. However, he still had this awareness. 

“If we leave just because you tell us to, how embarrassing would that be?” Leng ruoxue said with slight 

displeasure. Her words also angered second elder to death. F * ck! He finally knew what it meant to be 

unkind. These two beasts had started because of him. Initially, he did not want to implicate Leng ruoxue 

and the demon, which was why he urged them to leave quickly. However, who knew that they would 

not appreciate his kindness? this made him feel a deep sense of powerlessness. However, just as the 

second elder was remorseful, the two beasts that had been chasing him relentlessly had arrived in front 

of them. 



One of the two beasts was a giant Golden Monkey with a golden body, while the other was a black and 

white Bear-type beast that looked like a Panda. Both of them were at reverent-god level. 

When second elder saw them, his expression immediately turned serious while the two Beastie beasts 

looked at second elder with a smile on their faces. They even winked at him from time to time. 

However, second elder was a little nervous at the moment and was not in the mood to receive their 

flirtatious looks. Instead, he yelled at Leng ruoxue and the demon,””You guys leave this place quickly, I’ll 

be responsible for holding these two beasts back.” 

He was very loyal and wanted to buy some time for Leng ruoxue and the demon. After all, from his 

perspective, Leng ruoxue and the demon were too weak. If they stayed here, not only would they not be 

of any help, they would only drag him down. They might even become the two beasts ‘dinner. No 

matter which option they chose, it was not something he wanted to see. More importantly, the two 

beasts had come after him. Hence, he could not let Leng ruoxue and the demon suffer this undeserved 

calamity! 

Chapter 1653: The loyal second elder (3) 

 

“Second elder, are you sure you can hold them back?” Leng ruoxue asked with a look of disbelief. 

“D * MN girl, it’s better than all of us dying here!” The second elder was furious. At this time, this 

wretched girl still wanted to go against him? 

“I don’t want to die Here,” Leng ruoxue nodded. 

“Then why don’t you all leave quickly!” The second elder shouted anxiously. 

“Old man, our target is you. We won’t kill innocent people.” At this moment, the giant Golden Monkey 

spoke. However, his words made the second elder dumbfounded. 

Ugh! Did that monkey mean that he was only looking for him? The second elder thought to himself as he 

came back to his senses. However, this fact also made him quite depressed. He really didn’t know how 

he had caught the eyes of these two detestable beasts, or was it that the power of a beauty was 

incomparably powerful? 

Compared to him, whether it was Leng ruoxue or that demon, they were definitely rare beauties in this 

world. However, these beasts couldn’t treat him differently just because of this, right? How could he 

endure this? 

The second elder, who had been very loyal to his friends, felt a little disgruntled at this moment. If those 

beasts were treated equally, then he would have sacrificed his life for the sake of Leng ruoxue and the 

evildoer’s escape! But what was going on now? 

If he had a choice, he would rather sacrifice his life than die in grievance because of his inferior strength. 

Sob ... Could his life not be so twisted? When he thought about this, he looked at Leng ruoxue and the 

demon with some hidden bitterness. However, they did not even look at him in the eye. Instantly, the 

anger in his heart was ignited again. 

“What do you want?” The second elder’s heart was in a state of balance as he shouted out in anger. 



“Isn’t it obvious? You’re our prey?” The giant Golden Monkey laughed evilly. It and the ‘Panda’ acted as 

if they didn’t see Leng ruoxue and the demon. All of their gazes were placed on the second elder. 

Prey? The second elder was exasperated. Ever since he had advanced to reverent-god level, how long 

had it been since he had felt so aggrieved? In the ning family, other than the position of the family head 

and the great elder, he could also be considered a Big Shot in the ning family and the divine realm. 

However, he was now forced to a dead end by two beasts. Moreover, he originally wanted to do 

something good and die a worthy death, but these two evil-minded beasts refused to give him a chance. 

This made him so depressed that he was about to vomit blood. F * ck! How could there be such an 

infuriating Beastie! 

“Hehe! Don’t be afraid, we’ll be gentle to you. ” At this time, the ‘Panda’ also spoke. Its voice was very 

magnetic and very comfortable to the ear. However, the second elder was so angry that his face turned 

white. 

When Leng ruoxue heard its words, she couldn’t help but chuckle,””Hahaha!” These two little beasts 

were also quite interesting. As expected of the subordinates of that out-of-line Tiger! 

Seeing Leng ruoxue’s smile, the ‘Panda’ became a little embarrassed. It even lowered its head in 

embarrassment and kept playing with its claws. 

As expected! The second elder saw the Panda’s abnormal behavior and felt that his guess had become a 

fact. It seemed that being beautiful really had an advantage! He was a little jealous. In fact, he thought 

that he was not bad looking, but it was obvious that he had not caught the eyes of these two guys. 

However, this was also good. He didn’t want to be fancied by two Beastie. However, it wasn’t a good 

thing to be entangled by two powerful Beastie. Sigh! What should he do? The second elder was very 

conflicted. 

He really wanted to find a chance to escape, but he was also a little afraid that these two beasts would 

vent their anger on Leng ruoxue and the demon. Even though they said that they were only targeting 

him, if he really ran away, that might not be the case. Furthermore, he was well aware that Leng ruoxue 

and the demon would definitely not be able to run as fast as him. 

The second elder furrowed his brows as he struggled. Seeing this, Leng ruoxue kindly reminded 

him,””Second elder! If you find an opportunity, you better run!” 

However, not only did her words not receive the second elder’s gratitude, but it also received the 

second elder’s angry glare. 

The second elder was still thinking in his heart, don’t I know how to run? I’m just afraid I’ll implicate you! 

That detestable girl had actually put him in such a difficult position! Wuuu ... 

“MMH! Old man, hurry up and run! We promise we won’t cause them any trouble. ” The giant Golden 

Monkey interrupted. 

“Wretched girl, I’ll be leaving first. You guys take care!” After thinking for a moment, the second elder 

roared angrily and disappeared from his spot. 



Seeing that second elder had left, the giant Golden Monkey and ‘Panda’ bowed to Leng ruoxue and 

chased after him. 

“Xue ‘er! The third wheel is finally gone. ” The demon said happily. 

“En!” Leng ruoxue nodded her head, but she was laughing evilly in her heart. The second elder was 

going to be out of luck, because in the direction he was going, there were two Beastie waiting for him! 

“Xue ‘er! Why didn’t you let those two Beastie fight here? Let’s watch the fun!” The demon was a little 

regretful. He really wanted to see the scene of the reverent-God being beaten up by a group of beasts. 

“It’s not good to fight here. It’s fine if we don’t help, but it doesn’t seem right if we just watch from the 

side. However, the place he’s going to is even more dangerous than this.” Leng ruoxue chuckled. 

“Hahaha! The second elder must be very depressed. ” The demon said with a gloating smile. Although 

he really wanted to watch the battle, he would rather not do it for the sake of the second elder’s face. 

“En!” Leng ruoxue nodded. This time, second elder wouldn’t just be depressed. 

The two of them sat on a huge rock to rest. As Leng ruoxue had expected, second elder was being 

beaten up by five beasts. 

The second elder looked at the orcs surrounding him and smirking at him. The depression in his heart 

could no longer be described with words. F * ck, why isn’t there any tofu here? it’d be better for him to 

bump into tofu than to be tortured to death by five godly venerable rank orcs, right? 

Originally, there were only two beasts chasing him. Who knew that after teleporting here, he would 

encounter two more. Before he could fight with the four beasts, another beast came out of nowhere. 

This increased the number of godly venerable rank beasts from two to five. Sob ... Even the family head 

would be depressed if he encountered such an unfortunate event. 

At this time, the five beasts all released their own pressure. The five layers of pressure made the second 

elder feel heavy and his breathing was a little difficult. Although the five beasts had not started to 

attack, he could already feel the threat of death. Moreover, he had lived for so long and experienced 

countless battles, but he had never felt so close to death in any battle. 

“Brothers! Let’s go together!” The Golden Monkey laughed and gave the other four beasties a look. 

Then, the five beasties the size of small hills charged towards the second elder. 

In an instant, several claw marks were left on the second elder’s body. Bright red blood dripped from 

the wounds to the ground. The second elder trembled in pain, and his legs were weak. 

However, this also ignited the second elder’s fighting spirit. Since there was no way out, he might as well 

fight to the death. If he could kill one or two beasts, he would not die in vain. 

With this thought in mind, the second elder’s aura changed greatly. He held the long sword in his hand 

and poured his divine power into it as he swung it into the air. Thousands of sword lights were drawn 

out. After turning in the air, they pounced towards the five Beastie ... 



The sword light carried a terrifying pressure and was extremely sharp. The divine power contained in it 

was even more majestic. After it flew toward the five beasts, the five beasts could not help but tremble 

and instinctively feel fear. 

Although they had the cultivation base of a Hierarch, it was only for show. In fact, the highest cultivation 

base among them was only at the monarch-god level. A true Hierarch like the second elder was beyond 

their reach. Therefore, even if they frightened the second elder with their Hierarch-level cultivation 

base, they were not as strong as a Hierarch in their hearts. Therefore, when the second elder fought 

them with all his might, they were frightened and stood in place stupidly. They had even forgotten to 

Dodge. It was clear that their mental fortitude was far inferior to the dark Tiger King ‘s. 

The five beasts had already felt the fear of death when the sword ray hit them. However, when they 

realized that the second elder’s sword ray had only left a few bloody marks on their bodies and that they 

were still alive, their confidence was instantly boosted, and they launched an attack on the second elder 

with their own strengths ... 

In order to wash away the humiliation of their cowardice, the five beasts all used all their strength to 

fight with the second elder. In an instant, the second elder could feel that they were different from 

before and did not dare to let his guard down. 

As the second elder and the five beasts continued to exchange blows, the second elder slowly felt that 

his physical strength was not enough. When he ate the last pill to replenish his Shen power, he found an 

opening and teleported without thinking. 

“Dammit, he ran away again!” The giant Golden Monkey said gloomily. 

Chapter 1654: Second-tier domain (1) 

 

“Don’t worry! The monk can run but the temple can ‘T. He can’t escape from our hands. ” Beastie, who 

looked like a ‘Panda’, said with certainty. In fact, it was also quite depressed. It had thought that victory 

was in its grasp, but who knew that they would actually be frightened by that old man, causing them to 

lose the best opportunity to deal with him. Sigh! It seemed that they had not been trained enough! 

“En!” The other beasts nodded and then ran in the same direction. 

The second elder, who had teleported away, was already a thousand miles away. 

He was sitting on a huge rock, panting heavily, his eyes carefully looking around. 

It was still alright! “Those detestable beasts didn’t chase after us,” the second elder thought to himself. 

However, just as this thought formed in his mind, he heard a familiar voice ring in his ear.”Hehe! Old 

man, we’re here!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the five Beastie appeared at the same time. Instantly, the second 

elder’s heart sank. Wu.....These fellows who refused to leave were really too bad, why did they keep 

pestering him? He couldn’t understand why he couldn’t get rid of them. This really made him depressed. 



However, what he couldn’t accept was that the five beasts ‘fur was smooth and shiny. The injuries on 

their bodies had obviously healed a long time ago. He looked at himself and saw that he was still 

covered in wounds and in a sorry state. This made him extremely depressed. 

However, even though he was depressed, he still had to put in 120000% of his energy to deal with these 

five Beastie. Why was his life so hard! 

“All of you, come at me together! Don’t waste my time. ” The second elder steeled his heart and said 

with determination. 

“Old man, why are you so depressed?” The giant Golden Monkey had a look of surprise on its face, as if 

it had just heard some heavenly words. 

“Cut the crap! My time is very precious. All of you, come at me together and don’t waste everyone’s 

time. ” The second elder said in a bad mood. He was determined to die and wanted to fight these beasts 

to the death. Who knew that these detestable beasts would actually play around like this? it was really 

infuriating. 

“But we want to play slowly!” The giant Golden Monkey said in an infuriating manner. 

“You ...” The second elder was so angry that he couldn’t catch his breath and almost fainted. 

“Old man, life is so precious. It’s not right for you to take things too hard,” The giant Golden Monkey 

said in a serious tone. 

F * ck! Am I the one who can’t take it? The second elder was so angry that he thought to himself,”if it 

weren’t for you guys being so persistent, why would I want to fight to the death? it’s all because of you 

guys. Now, you’re standing on the side and making sarcastic remarks. The more I think about it, the 

angrier I get.” 

“Are you guys going to fight or not?” The second elder asked, suppressing his anger. 

“Fight! But we’re not in a hurry!” The giant Golden Monkey laughed evilly. 

“Stop talking nonsense!” The second elder roared and immediately launched an attack. The long sword 

in his hand danced in the air like a dragon. Then, thousands of Dragons rose into the air and charged 

straight at the five Beastie ... 

Although the five Beastie were surprised, their mental fortitude was obviously much stronger. They 

looked at each other and scattered. This action made the dragons that were attacking them miss. 

However, the dragons formed by sword Qi and divine power were not discouraged. They continued to 

chase and attack them. 

“This old man is really powerful!” The giant Golden Monkey couldn’t help but transmit his voice. 

“That goes without saying! This is a genuine reverent-God, not like us who are fake!” Beastie, who 

looked like a Panda, replied. 

“Hehe! So what if it’s a second-rate product? We’re reverent-gods now! As long as we work together, 

we’ll definitely be able to deal with this old man. ” Another Beastie said. 



“Mm! If the five of us can’t even deal with him and the other brothers find out, we’ll be laughed at. ” 

The giant Golden Monkey deeply agreed. Hence, this battle with this old man was a battle that 

concerned their reputation. Hence, they absolutely couldn’t drop the ball! 

“Then what are we waiting for? Let’s attack together!” The Panda Beastie said and gave the other 

Beastie a look. Then, it was the first one to pounce towards the second elder. 

Seeing this, the other Beastie also hurriedly attacked! 

Close combat! Long range attack! The second elder was attacked from all four sides. He could defend 

the front, but he couldn’t defend the back. He could defend the left side, but there were beasts 

attacking him from the right side. In the face of these shameless group attacks, the second elder was 

angry and anxious, but there was nothing he could do. He could only use all his skills to block and Dodge 

left and right ... 

After a long time. 

The second elder was on the verge of death due to the lack of physical and divine power. He lay on the 

ground weakly, his body full of injuries. The blood that flowed out dyed his clothes red while his 

opponent was still in high spirits, jumping up and down, waving his hands and legs as he watched from 

the side. The second elder could no longer be angry because he felt death approaching. He had lived for 

so long, but he had never been so close to death. He also felt despair. Was he really going to die Here? 

Did he die in the hands of these beasts? He was so unwilling! 

“You guys hurry up and do it!” Although he was unwilling, the second elder still hoped that these beasts 

would give him a quick death. After all, a reverent-God had the pride of a reverent-God, and he could 

die, but he would not allow himself to be humiliated. 

“If that’s the case, then we’ll fulfill your wish!” The five Beastie looked at each other and then, they all 

teleported away. 

Ugh! The second elder was dumbfounded. What was going on? Why did those detestable Beastie run 

away? The second elder, who had thought that he was going to die, was now at a loss. He did not know 

what the beasts were up to this time. Could it be that they had some bad idea again? At the thought of 

this, he suddenly became nervous. F * ck! Don’t torment him anymore, just give him a quick death! 

Because he didn’t know what the beasts were up to, the weak second elder lay on the ground, 

motionless. In fact, it was mainly because he had no strength in his body at the moment. He couldn’t 

move even if he wanted to. 

However, after waiting for a long time, those beasts did not return. 

The second elder, who had gradually recovered some of his strength, slowly got up from the ground. 

Then, he sat cross-legged and began to absorb the spiritual Qi with rapt attention. 

He did not have any more pills to recover his divine power, so he could only rely on absorbing spiritual 

Qi bit by bit to turn it into divine power. The injuries on his body also needed the nourishment of 

spiritual Qi. Without any pills, all of this would take a long time. Therefore, he was most afraid of a 

sudden attack from the beasts. 



While he was absorbing the spiritual Qi, he also split off a trace of his weak divine sense to vigilantly 

observe the situation around him, in case any danger came. 

While second elder was recovering as if he was facing a great enemy, Leng ruoxue had already started 

her patrol of the illusion sky. 
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This time, she brought the evildoer to Cheng Xuan’s side. 

Cheng Xuan, who was sitting cross-legged with his eyes closed to regulate his breathing, felt something 

strange beside him and quickly opened his eyes. When he saw that it was Leng ruoxue and that demonic 

man who had appeared beside him, his suspended heart was greatly relieved. 

“Great aunt! It’s you? You scared me to death. ” Cheng Xuan heaved a sigh of relief. Then, he took a look 

at Leng ruoxue’s cultivation and widened his eyes in disbelief. 

“Great aunt? You’ve already reached the God Realm? He’s really abnormal!” Cheng Xuan said, making a 

fuss. 

“Uh!” Cheng Xuan’s words made Leng ruoxue’s forehead fill with black lines. Was she a pervert? She had 

always thought that she was just lucky. 

“Great aunt! Let’s quickly leave this place, it’s very dangerous here. ” Cheng Xuan looked at the 

surroundings and continued carefully. 

“You’re injured. ” Leng ruoxue reminded him. She knew that Cheng Xuan had forgotten that he was 

undergoing devilish training. Otherwise, he wouldn’t be so alert. 

“I know!” After Cheng Xuan finished speaking, he took out a pill from his storage ring and stuffed it into 

his mouth. Then, he stood up. 

“Great aunt, let’s quickly leave this place!” Cheng Xuan urged. 

“Since you have pills, why didn’t you eat them before?” Leng ruoxue was speechless. 

“I have to keep it! I don’t know what kind of place this is and when I can leave this place. Sigh!” Cheng 

Xuan was very depressed. He had already consumed a lot of the pills in his hands. Therefore, unless he 

was seriously injured, he would not be willing to eat them. However, after seeing Leng ruoxue, his 

confidence was restored. 

“Great aunt, you have a pill in your hand, right? Give me some!” Cheng Xuan asked shamelessly. 

“There is! But, what if I give it to you?” Leng ruoxue said on purpose. 

“I’m protecting you!” Cheng Xuan said matter-of-factly. 

“Young master Cheng, haven’t you heard of the saying ‘it’s better to ask for help than to ask for help 

from others’?” I prefer to rely on myself rather than you protecting me. ” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 



“Great aunt! Just give me some! You can easily refine pills, but I can ‘t!” Cheng Xuan ignored Leng 

ruoxue’s rejection and pleaded with a bitter face. 

“I can make it easily, but I need the herbs! Why don’t you provide the materials and I’ll help you refine 

it?” Leng ruoxue chuckled as she suggested. She wasn’t being petty! However, this was demonic 

training, after all. If she gave Cheng Xuan the pill, it would be extremely unfair to the others, especially 

to those elders who were struggling on the line of death. So, she could not open this back door, or else, 

what was the point of this demonic training? 

“Great aunt!” Cheng Xuan’s eyes were filled with tears as he looked at Leng ruoxue pitifully. 

However, Leng ruoxue was unmoved. Instead, she smiled at Cheng Xuan and said,””Young master 

Cheng! You take care! Let’s go take a look elsewhere. ” 

After she finished speaking, she pulled the evildoer and disappeared, leaving behind a furious Cheng 

Xuan. 

After leaving Cheng Xuan’s place, Leng ruoxue brought the evildoer with her and left the fantasy Sky. 

Sitting in the garden of the main residence, Leng ruoxue and the demon enjoyed the images displayed 

on the screen as they ate the freshly baked desserts. 

In the blink of an eye, three months had passed. 

In these three months, Leng ruoxue first made some adjustments to the rules of the demonic training. 

This was because during her previous inspection, she realized that many of the Beasties were reluctant 

to kill. Sometimes, when they could clearly kill their opponents, they would just let them go. As a result, 

the meaning of the demonic training would be diluted. She was very clear that this was because those 

supporting beasties didn’t want to end the demonic training too early. To put it bluntly, those beasties 

who loved to stir up trouble hadn’t had enough fun yet. 

With this in mind, Leng ruoxue adjusted the rules. Originally, the humans and beasts who participated in 

the training in the illusory sky would be sent out once they died, ending their demonic training. 

However, Leng ruoxue had now adjusted the number of deaths to three. Furthermore, even if they had 

died, they would not remember what had happened and would have to start from the beginning. On top 

of that, she had also warned the beasts not to show any mercy. Otherwise, they would be the ones to 

be punished. 

In fact, the reason why she was so strict was not because she wanted to see the second elder and the 

others die. She just wanted them to experience the threat of death. Only after experiencing the test of 

life and death would their minds be more determined and have the opportunity to accept the next 

training. Because, the training after that would be even more terrifying. 

After some adjustments, the inside of the illusory sky was now as she had hoped. The enthusiasm for 

battle was high, especially for Beastie, who was helping with the auxiliary training. His desire for battle 

had reached a peak, and this situation was something she was very happy to see. 

Leng ruoxue and the evildoer sat in the garden as usual. For the past three months, the evildoer’s life 

had been very comfortable because there was no third wheel to disturb him and Xue ‘er’s alone time. 

However, he knew very well that this kind of life would not last for long. 



Although he was a little depressed, he had no choice but to accept it. 

Suddenly, a silver light flashed in front of Leng ruoxue and the demon. Following that, a half-grown old 

man appeared in front of them. 

This half-grown old man was the nineteenth elder who had just experienced three deaths and had been 

sent out of the illusion heaven. 

However, 19th elder still looked confused. He was clearly not used to it. 

Wasn’t he dead? Why would he appear here? 19th elder’s face was full of question marks. As his 

memory slowly recovered, the memories before his death also rushed into his mind like a tide. 

Suddenly, he remembered that he had died during the devil training. Moreover, the feeling of death was 

still fresh in his mind. 

19th elder was stunned for a moment. Then, he felt a piercing pain in his body. A trace of sweet blood 

flowed out from the corner of his mouth, and his body fell down involuntarily. 

Looking at the unconscious 19th elder, Leng ruoxue took out a healing pill and stuffed it into 19th elder’s 

mouth. After a while, 19th elder opened his eyes. 

Although the injuries on his body had already healed, the nineteenth elder tragically discovered that his 

strength had actually regressed. Originally, his strength could be ranked in the upper-middle level 

among the divine emperors, but now, he was only at the early divine Emperor level. This made him feel 

very pained. 

“What kind of hellish training is this?” the second elder said with a look of grief and indignation.”I’ve 

been weakened because of this.” 

He was so angry that he wished he could bite Leng ruoxue a few times. However, Leng ruoxue did not 

take his anger to heart and only said indifferently,””If you die, your strength will naturally decline. In 

fact, you should be glad that you didn’t decline to the level of a Divine King.” 

“You ...” 19th elder was angered to death by Leng ruoxue’s words. His chest heaved up and down 

rapidly, and the finger he pointed at Leng ruoxue was trembling. 
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“I’m telling the truth! If you’re only an early God Emperor, you’ll definitely fall back to the God King 

stage. So, you should feel lucky. ” Leng ruoxue said in an infuriating manner. 

“So to say! I have to thank you!” The nineteenth elder roared in anger. 

“There’s no need to thank me, just don’t hate me!” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

It would be strange if I didn’t hate you! However, at this moment, the nineteenth elder, who was 

mourning the loss of his strength, did not want to bother with Leng ruoxue at all. After glaring at Leng 

ruoxue fiercely, he left in a fit of anger. 



“Xue ‘er! The nineteenth elder hates you to death. ” Looking at the back of the nineteenth elder, the 

demon laughed. 

“It doesn’t matter. He’ll thank me in the future.” Leng ruoxue replied nonchalantly and turned her gaze 

towards the screen. 19th elder was the first to leave the fantasy Sky, who would be next? 

On the other side. 

After returning to his residence, 19th elder sat cross-legged on his bed and began to slowly cultivate. 

However, a week later, he clearly felt that his cultivation speed was much faster than before. He was 

pleasantly surprised, but he did not think much about it. However, his confidence in improving his 

cultivation to his original strength as soon as possible had increased a lot. At this rate, his strength 

should be able to recover in at most half a year. 

It turned out that nineteenth elder’s estimation was a little conservative. It had not been three months, 

and his strength had returned to normal. During this period, more elders had been sent out of the 

illusion heaven on and off. 

When they first came out, their reactions were similar to 19th elder ‘s. Their hearts were filled with grief 

and anger, especially the few elders who had dropped to God King cultivation. They wished they could 

skin Leng ruoxue alive. However, after calming down, they knew that they could not do anything to Leng 

ruoxue. They could only admit that they were unlucky and start cultivating seriously. 

However, after cultivating for a period of time, they all discovered that their cultivation speed had 

increased, just like the nineteenth elder. This made them overjoyed. Not only that, but they were also 

surprised to find that their mental state cultivation had improved as well. This was simply a pleasant 

surprise to them, but it was so great that they couldn’t believe it. 

After discovering this fact, their enthusiasm for cultivation grew even higher. After their strength 

recovered to their previous cultivation level, they continued to cultivate diligently. 

Time passed. 

A year later. 

The humans and beasts who had entered the fantasy Sky for the demonic training had all come out. 

When the second elder and the others came out, they all looked angry, but Feng Da and the others were 

happy, because many of them had never died before. They were transported out by the illusion sky 

when their time was up. 

After coming out of the illusion heaven, they were like the second elder and the others. They made the 

best use of their time to cultivate, and they naturally entered the bracelet to cultivate. From the start, 

they were much better than the second elder and the others. 

After half a year of closed-door cultivation, Leng Qingtian, Feng Da, and the others had all advanced to 

the God Realm. This result made everyone extremely happy. 



His grandfather, brother, and Feng Da had all advanced, so they naturally had to celebrate. However, 

without Leng ruoxue’s instructions, everyone started to prepare food on their own. After they were 

done, Feng Da personally went to invite second elder and the others. 

At this moment, the second elder and the rest had all recovered their previous strength. Their 

cultivation speed had increased and their mental state had improved. This caused their resentment 

towards Leng ruoxue to decrease by a lot. Even so, they could not bring themselves to lose face. Some 

of the elders still did not give Leng ruoxue a good look. However, Feng DA’s personal invitation had 

given them a way out of this embarrassing situation. Hence, all the elders gladly accepted the invitation. 

At this moment, the garden was extremely lively. 

Leng ruoxue’s subordinates and Beastie, as well as the elders who were still pulling a long face, were 

gathered together. 

“Today is to celebrate the improvement in everyone’s strength, so let’s play to our hearts ‘content!” 

Leng ruoxue’s beautiful eyes surveyed the crowd as she chuckled. 

“Hehe! Don’t worry, miss! We won’t be polite. ” Feng Da laughed. 

“En!” Leng ruoxue nodded, then turned her gaze towards second elder and the rest. 

“We won’t be polite either.” The second elder said unwillingly. He still had resentment in his heart! 

Because as long as he thought of his wishful thinking in the illusionary sky, he wanted to find a hole to 

hide in. When he saw Leng ruoxue in the illusionary sky, he actually thought that he was infallible and 

wanted Leng ruoxue and that evil-looking man to leave quickly. He even wanted to create a chance for 

them to live. In reality, she did not need it at all. Now that he thought about it, he was really stupid. No 

wonder she was not anxious at all back then and even told him to run! Woo...He was too honest. 

“Second elder, you were so loyal last time. I think I should offer you a toast.” Leng ruoxue touched on a 

sore spot and even raised her wine glass after she finished speaking. 

Seeing this, the second elder was extremely depressed, but he had no choice but to politely raise his 

glass and return the toast. 

“Second elder, why are you so loyal?” The seventh elder asked curiously. Although the others didn’t say 

anything, they all looked at the second elder with anticipation. 

“It’s nothing. It’s just a small matter, not worth mentioning,” The second elder’s cheeks were slightly 

red. It was unknown if it was due to embarrassment or because of the wine. 

“Hehe! Second elder, I’m sorry. ” Leng ruoxue said with a faint smile. 

“I’m not embarrassed!” The second elder gritted his teeth in anger as he glared at Leng ruoxue. 

“Alright! You’re not embarrassed, you’re just blushing. ” Leng ruoxue said helplessly. 

“You ...” The second elder was a little exasperated and ignored Leng ruoxue. 

Leng ruoxue also knew when to stop. When she saw second elder’s silence, she pulled the demon back 

into her room and entered the bracelet. 



The departure of Leng ruoxue and the evildoer did not affect the enthusiasm of the others. They played 

until late at night, until they were drunk in the garden. 

The next day. 

When Leng ruoxue and the demon came out of the room, they saw Feng Da and the rest lying all over 

the garden. This was not the first time they had gotten so drunk. Besides that, second elder and the rest 

were also among those who had gotten drunk. 

However, second elder and the rest were not completely drunk. Not only that, second elder’s hand was 

still tightly holding onto the disheveled old man’s as he mumbled something like ‘good brother’. Seeing 

them in this state, cold sweat began to drip from Leng ruoxue’s forehead. 

No wonder people said that men’s friendship was on the table. It seemed that after last night, the 

relationship between those elders and Feng Da and the others had become closer, which was a good 

sign. 

At this time, Yue Qing and the others, who had returned to their rooms early last night, also came to the 

garden. When they saw the scene in the garden, they were all speechless. 

“Heavens! How much did they drink?” Yue Qing was speechless. 

“The wine that we brought out is all gone. Yue Qing, you guys send them back to their rooms!” Leng 

ruoxue sighed helplessly. 

“Alright!” Yue Qing and the others nodded. Then, they each dragged a person back to their room like a 

sack. 

After a busy morning, she finally managed to get all the drunk people back to their positions. As for the 

drunk beasts, they were kept into Leng ruoxue’s bracelet. 

The drunk people slept for three whole days before they got out of bed. 

The first thing Feng Da and the rest did when they woke up was to visit Leng ruoxue. 

“Miss! We just woke up!” Feng Da and the others were a little embarrassed. 

“Mm! I know. ” Leng ruoxue nodded her head. 

“Go and call in the second elder and the others!” Leng ruoxue ordered. 

“Yes!” Feng Da quickly responded. When they came, they were a little nervous, afraid that miss would 

blame them. Who knew that miss didn’t mention this at all. This made them feel relieved. Hehe! Miss is 

so good! 

Feng Da turned around and left. Not long after, the second elder and the others were brought into the 

living room. 

“Why are you looking for us?” The somewhat Haggard second elder asked on behalf of all the elders. 

They had just woken up and this wretched girl had already sent someone to look for them, causing them 

to not have the time to properly wash up. Their image! 



“It’s been a year since your last demonic training. Are you ready for the next training?” Leng ruoxue said 

with a calm smile. 

“There’s ... There’s still training?” The second elder stammered. They had died three times during the 

last demonic training, and they had also felt the arrival of death three times. That feeling was still fresh 

in their minds, and they couldn’t forget it even if they wanted to. Why did this wretched girl still want to 

come? 

“Last time, you only went to the first realm of the illusory sky. In fact, there are three realms in the 

illusory sky. Next, you will be going to the second realm. However, this time, it’s voluntary. So, I want to 

ask you, who is interested in experiencing the second realm?” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

However, in the eyes of the second elder and the others, her smile was definitely a smile used by the Big 

Bad Wolf to trick Little Red Riding Hood. Therefore, they immediately became vigilant. 

Even though Leng ruoxue said that they could go on their own accord, but if they chose not to go, would 

it affect their position in the old Grand Madame’s heart? The elders ‘minds were spinning, repeatedly 

thinking about the benefits, but no one was the first to speak. 

“Don’t worry. This time, it’s absolutely voluntary. Even if you don’t want to go, I won’t tell Godfather. ” 

Leng ruoxue saw their expressions and knew what they were conflicted about. Hence, she kindly added 

on. 

However, in the hearts of the elders, her words were clearly not very credible. At this moment, a voice 

interrupted,””I want to go!” 
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“Are you sure you want to go?” Leng ruoxue raised her head and looked at the owner of the voice. 

“En!” Cheng Xuan nodded and looked at Leng ruoxue curiously. 

“It will be very dangerous!” Leng ruoxue reminded. 

“It doesn’t matter. However, you have to prepare more pills for me.” Cheng Xuan said shamelessly. He 

could not make the same mistake again. This time, he had to bring enough pills. 

“Alright! However, you have to prepare the materials yourself. ” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

“No way? How can you be so petty?” Cheng Xuan’s face was bitter as he said gloomily. Where would he 

have the materials now? 

“I can’t help it. I have too many people to feed. Besides, you’re not my subordinate, so I have no 

obligation to give you anything for free. More importantly, your Cheng family is rich and powerful, so 

you can’t possibly be short of these materials, right? If you don’t have the materials, you can buy them 

with money. ” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. It was impossible for her to give it to others for free. She 

must not develop the habit of getting it without putting in any effort. Moreover, she was not a 

philanthropist. Her medicinal herbs did not come from the wind. How could she give it to others for 

free? 



“Alright then! I’ll use money to buy it. ” Cheng Xuan said helplessly. 

“No problem! Elders, if you don’t have enough pills, you can also buy from me. If you don’t have the 

money, just write me an IOU. I believe in your credibility, you will definitely not renege on your debt. ” 

Leng ruoxue said with certainty. 

However, her trust in Him made the second elder and the others quite depressed. 

Of course, they would not go back on their word, but wasn’t it a little too much to ask them to write an 

IOU? They had lived for so long, but they had never signed an IOU before! 

“We didn’t say we were going to the second-tier domain of the illusion heaven.” The 19th elder said 

angrily. In other words, we don’t need to buy medicinal pills from you. The first elder of the ning family 

was an Alchemist. In addition to the ning family’s influential position in the divinity, they had never been 

short of pills. However, they had almost finished eating all the pills during the devil training in the 

fantasy Sky. Hence, if they wanted to enter the second-tier realm, they really had to buy pills from Leng 

ruoxue. However, the nineteenth elder really did not like Leng ruoxue’s confident tone. Otherwise, he 

would not have said that. 

“You’re all not going? I only found out today that you’re all so cowardly. Young master Cheng is only a 

God King, yet he dares to try his second-tier domain. How could you not dare?” Leng ruoxue said 

disappointedly. Feng Da and the rest in the room were also looking at the elders with disdain. 

“Who says we don’t dare to go!” The second elder said angrily. Even though he knew that Leng ruoxue 

was just goading him, he had no choice but to take the bait. He could not allow others to say that they 

were cowards and that they did not dare to! To them, this was a huge humiliation. 

“Then you guys are going?” Leng ruoxue asked with uncertainty. 

“Miss! They will definitely go. Didn’t second elder say that they would dare to go?” Feng Da didn’t give 

the elders a chance to speak and rushed to speak. 

“Oh! Since that’s the case, then all of you can go! I’ll give you three days to prepare. Three days later, I’ll 

send you into the second domain of the illusionary sky. ” Leng ruoxue gave the final word. 

When the elders heard this, they could only nod their heads gloomily. Now that things had come to this, 

if they refused, they would lose all their face. 

“If you’re afraid that you don’t have enough pills, you can buy them from me.” Leng ruoxue added. 

“How long do we need to stay in the second-tier domain?” The second elder could not help but ask. 

“At least half a year.” Leng ruoxue spoke the truth. However, she was still holding back. Hehe! 

“Will I still die?” The second elder asked with lingering fear. 

“I will! However, this time, you can choose for yourself. You’ll know the details when you go in. ” Leng 

ruoxue kept him in suspense. 

“Oh!” The second elder was very depressed because Leng ruoxue’s words were as good as not saying 

anything. 



“Alright! You guys should go back to your rooms and rest! I’ll send you to the fantasy Sky in three days. 

I’m afraid it’ll be at least half a year before I see you again. Take good care of yourself!” Leng ruoxue 

laughed. 

“We will,” The second elder gritted his teeth. He didn’t know what this wretched girl was up to this time. 

Wu ... Why were their lives so bitter! 

After saying that, the depressed second elder led the other elders back to his residence. 

After they left, Feng Da couldn’t help but ask,””Miss! What was inside the second realm? What’s the 

difference between this and the devil training?” He was itching to know the situation inside in advance. 

“The Buddha said,”can’t say! You’ll know when you enter. ” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

“Miss!” Feng Da and the rest had a bitter expression on their faces as they looked at Leng ruoxue with 

grievance. Boohoo ... The young miss was really too evil. She even kept it a secret from them. 

“Alright! You guys do as you please! I’m going to prepare the pills for them. ” After Leng ruoxue finished 

speaking, she pulled the demon back to her room and immediately went into her bangle to refine the 

pill. 

Three days later. 

Everyone gathered in the garden. 

Leng ruoxue’s beautiful eyes swept across the crowd. Then, she took out hundreds of small porcelain 

bottles from her bracelet and placed them on the stone table in the garden. She then said to the elders 

and the rest,””The elixirs that you can use are all here. Since we are all acquaintances, I will only charge 

you the cost price, ten top-grade crystals for a bottle. No bargaining!” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

However, when the elders heard Leng ruoxue’s words, not only did they not reveal any happy 

expressions, their faces darkened instead. There were even elders who couldn’t help but complain in 

their hearts. Such a small bottle and it cost ten pieces of top-grade crystals. This was really too 

underhanded. This was clearly robbery! Moreover, this seemed to be the cost price. With such a high 

cost price, how much would it be worth if it was sold at the market price? 

The pills they needed now were nothing more than ordinary healing pills and divine power replenishing 

pills. These pills could sell for a high price on the market not because they were expensive, but because 

they required a lot of medicinal materials. Even if those materials were only ordinary medicinal 

materials, they were used in large quantities, so their market price was not low. However, no matter 

how expensive those pills were, they could not be sold for ten top-grade crystals at their cost price! He 

was clearly treating them as fools! 

“Are you guys buying?” Leng ruoxue asked again when she saw that the elders were silent. 

“I’ll buy it!” Ten premium crystal stones were nothing to him. However, more importantly, he believed 

that if Leng ruoxue’s products could be sold at such a price for healing pills and divine power 

replenishing pills, they would definitely be better than those cheap ones on the market. 

“Young master Cheng has good eyes.” Leng ruoxue praised. 



“Hehe! As your first customer, can I give you a discount?” Cheng Xuan asked shamelessly. 

“I said no bargaining, but since you’re the first one to show your support, I’ll give you one more pill for 

each bottle. Buy more, get more free!” Leng ruoxue promised. 
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“Then give me ten bottles of each!” Cheng Xuan said without even thinking. 

“No problem,” he said. Leng ruoxue nodded happily. Then, she took out 20 bottles of elixirs and passed 

them to Cheng Xuan. After that, she took out a small bottle each and said to Cheng Xuan,””This is for 

you.” 

“Thank you!” Cheng Xuan was very satisfied and opened a small porcelain bottle to take a look. 

However, he immediately closed the bottle cap again. In that instant, he felt the rich spiritual energy in 

the bottle rush at his face. This medicine was far beyond his expectations. 

“Give me another 100 bottles of each.” Cheng Xuan said without any hesitation after he had inspected 

the goods. Although the Cheng family did not lack healing and God Power replenishing elixirs, the elixirs 

at home were nothing compared to Leng ruoxue ‘s. These were the real top-tier elixirs! 

“Alright,” he said. Leng ruoxue was overjoyed. After passing him the two hundred bottles of elixirs, she 

gave him ten bottles of each type and completed the transaction. 

After completing this huge transaction, Leng ruoxue was in an extremely good mood. Therefore, even if 

those elders did not buy it, she did not care. After all, once they entered the second stage domain, they 

would know how important these pills were. 

And when those elders saw Cheng Xuan buy so much at once, they were even more afraid to make a 

move. Because in their eyes, Cheng Xuan was just a prop. Who would buy so many of these ordinary 

pills at once? This kind of behavior was simply squandering. 

“Elders, are you really not buying?” Leng ruoxue asked one last time. This was the last chance she was 

giving them. 

All the elders looked at each other and stared at each other. Finally, the second elder said,””Then I’ll buy 

a bottle of each!” 

In fact, he didn’t want to buy it, but he really didn’t have any pills on hand. Just in case, he decided to 

buy a bottle to keep as a guarantee. But when he thought of the price, he felt a little pained. 

“Second elder, you won’t regret this.” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 

“I hope so!” With a pained expression, the second elder took out 20 top-grade crystals from his storage 

ring and handed them over. After receiving the small porcelain bottle from Leng ruoxue, he stored it 

into his storage ring without even looking at it. 

“What about you guys?” After concluding her deal with the second elder, Leng ruoxue turned her 

attention to the other elders. 



The other elders saw that they couldn’t avoid it, so they bought a few bottles. 

After the transaction was completed, Leng ruoxue took out the fantasy Sky and placed it in the empty 

space in the garden. 

With a flash of silver light, the second elder and the others in the garden were sucked in. 

“You guys go in too!” Leng ruoxue then said to Feng Da and the rest. 

“Yes!” Feng Da and the others nodded, then walked into the illusory sky in a good mood. 

After everyone had left, only Leng ruoxue and the demon were left in the garden. 

“Xue ‘er! It’s just us again, that’s good. ” The demon hugged Leng ruoxue into his arms and said happily. 

“Mm! However, I’ll be entering the fantasy Sky to challenge the second-level domain later. ” Leng 

ruoxue said guiltily. She had not discussed this with the demon. 

“You’re going in too? Then I’ll go too. ” The demon didn’t even think and said. 

“Good! We’ll go in together!” Leng ruoxue nodded. 

Then, she turned her gaze to the screen in the garden. 

The second elder and the others were now in a dusky space. Fortunately, they did not split up this time. 

However, in this place where they could not even see their own fingers, even if they gathered together, 

they would not be of much use. 

“Second elder, what the hell is this place?” Within the second layer of the illusionary sky domain, an 

elder said in a depressed manner. 

“You’re asking me, but who should I ask!” In reality, he was also worried that Leng ruoxue would mess 

with them. However, after seeing Feng Da and the rest, he was much more at ease. After all, that 

wretched girl would not put her subordinates and family in danger just to mess with them. However, 

this place was indeed strange. Not only was it eerie, but it also felt like someone was watching them. 

The second elder and the others looked cautious. Compared to Feng Da and the others, they were much 

calmer. Moreover, Cheng Xuan had been mixed in with Feng Da and the others, which was enough to 

prove that he was smart. 

Just as everyone was bewildered, suddenly, a lightning bolt that looked like a fire snake shot out from 

the gray fog. Although the lightning bolt wasn’t very thick, it was as fast as the wind. It flickered with 

electric sparks as it headed straight for the second elder and the others ... 

When the second elder and the others saw this, they couldn’t help but curse in their hearts. Isn’t this 

too much bullying? There were so many people, but this lightning didn’t chase after them. Instead, it 

targeted them. What was this?! 

In order to avoid the attack of lightning, the elders immediately scattered. Lightning saw that it had lost 

its target, so it spun in the air and flew back into the thick fog. 



Following that, a screen appeared in front of everyone. On it, several time options were displayed. There 

were six months, one year, two years, and so on. The longest was ten years. 

The second elder and the others had never seen such a thing before, so they all looked at Feng Da with a 

blank expression. 

“How long do you want to stay here? just choose that one.” Seeing this, Feng Da held back his laughter, 

but he couldn’t help but sigh in his heart. These elders of the ning family really had not seen the world! 

After all, they weren’t as stupid as they were when they first saw this kind of thing! 

“Oh!” All the elders understood. Moreover, they did not want to stay here for too long, so they all chose 

the option of half a year. 

However, just as he made his choice, a line of words appeared on the screen. When the elders saw it, 

they were so angry that they almost vomited blood. Because the words were written,’you must pass all 

ten levels within half a year. Otherwise, you will be punished and may even stay inside forever’. 

What? Pass all ten stages in half a year? They didn’t even know what kind of trial this was. If they 

couldn’t make it through within half a year, wouldn’t they be asking for trouble? 

F * ck! This ... This was really too much. Why didn’t you tell them before you made your choice? this was 

clearly a belated effort! All the elders secretly sighed to themselves. This fact made them extremely 

depressed. 

Following that, they turned their gazes towards Feng Da and the others, only to see that they had all 

chosen the option of ten years. Instantly, the elders ‘anger rose again. 

“Are you in cahoots with that wretched girl? You deliberately tricked us into choosing the one that 

would take half a year while you chose the one that would take the longest time. ” Nineteenth elder was 

the first to launch an attack. He was so angry that smoke was rising from the top of his head. 

“Collude? Why don’t you try skewering one for me? Before we came in, we didn’t know what kind of 

place this is, just like you. Also, we didn’t trick you into choosing this place for half a year. Please be clear 

about this. ” Feng Da said coldly. In his heart, he despised the 19th elder. Don’t think that he didn’t 

know that these old guys clearly didn’t want to stay here for too long, so they chose the option with the 

least time. Now that they knew that they had to pass the ten levels in half a year, they were afraid of 

being punished for not completing it, so they pushed the responsibility onto them. So what if they 

thought they were soft persimmons that could be bullied? 
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“Then why did you choose the longest option? You guys clearly know the situation here. ” The 

nineteenth elder tried to quibble. 

“We chose the longest option because we’re weak, so we want to stay here longer. Besides, is ten years 

that long? I’m afraid that your closed-door cultivation will take more than ten years, right?” Feng Da said 

with a mocking expression. 



19th elder was speechless because what Feng Da said was the truth. However, he was really unwilling to 

give up. After receiving the glare of the second elder, he obediently shut his mouth. 

“Hehe! I’ve also chosen ten years. ” Cheng Xuan said with a smile. 

“You’re wise. ” Feng Da gave Cheng Xuan an appreciative look. This young master of the Cheng family 

was much more observant than some of the elders of the ning family. 

“I’ve benefited a lot from the devil’s training, so I want to stay here for a few more days. Besides, ten 

years is really nothing!” Cheng Xuan said honestly. 

“That’s more like it! Young miss wouldn’t have let us come here for no reason. ” Feng Da nodded. 

At this moment, a bone-chilling laughter suddenly rang out in the gray space, causing everyone’s hair to 

stand on end. 

“Who is it? Who’s talking?” The nineteenth elder asked nervously. His eyes were even more cautious, 

and he looked around with extreme vigilance. 

“Stop looking, you can’t see me.” The voice chuckled evilly and continued,””I am the manager of this 

space. Now, I will tell you the rules here.” 

“The space that you are in now can only be considered as the periphery. This is also the safest place. 

Although there will occasionally be things coming out from inside, it is much safer than the inside. The 

place where you will be passing through is in this dense fog. After you go in, it will form an independent 

training space. So, you don’t have to worry about others seeing your embarrassing appearance when 

you pass through.” The self-proclaimed space manager said with a smirk. 

“If you succeed, you can go to the next level, but if you fail, you will be teleported out. Also, the 

difficulty of each level is determined by your strength. Usually, the higher your strength, the more 

difficult it is to pass. So, I really don’t think that you guys can pass all ten levels in half a year, but this is 

good. Maybe you will have the chance to stay here with me, hehe! I’m also quite lonely. ” The space 

manager was smiling very happily. 

However, its overjoyed laughter made the second elder and the others feel very uncomfortable. Every 

round was based on their strength. Didn’t that mean that it was almost the same as the devil training? 

After all, the orcs they met in the devil training were on par with them. This fact made them extremely 

depressed. 

Right now, they were well aware that this stage was definitely not easy to pass. In addition, this Fantasy 

Sky belonged to that wretched lass. Therefore, it would not be easy for them to leave this place. In fact, 

some elders were already certain that Leng ruoxue was trying to mess with them. Otherwise, why would 

she make the opposite choice this time around? 

Last time, they would be teleported out when the time was up or they died three times. This time, they 

had to pass all ten levels when the time was up, or they would have to stay in there and be punished. As 

long as they thought of the unknown punishment, their hearts would be filled with panic. 



“Alright! I’ve already told you everything you need to know. Is there anything you don’t understand?” 

Seeing that no one said anything for a long time, the space manager could only continue to talk to 

himself. 

“We understand. Can we start now?” Feng Da said impatiently. 

“Yes! Hehe! If you want to start, just go through the door on the left. Don’t go through the door on the 

right! That’s the path leading to the three-layered domain, and it’s even more dangerous there. If you’re 

not careful, your soul will be scattered. So, you must be careful!” The space manager reminded him with 

a sinister smile. 

“Thank you for the reminder. We will remember it.” Feng Da said gratefully. 

“I like polite children, go! I’ll protect you. ” The space manager said very kindly. 

“Mm! We’re going in. ” Feng Da was the first to enter the door on the left, followed by Leng Qingtian 

and the others. 

Seeing that Feng Da and the others had almost left, the second elder then said to the other 

elders,””Let’s go in too!” They couldn’t be looked down upon by others. 

“En!” The elders nodded. They only had half a year’s time, and their future was uncertain, so they really 

couldn’t afford to waste this time. 

After that, the elders entered one by one. 

The room they were in was a small space, less than 50 square meters. There were no decorations inside, 

and it was very empty. 

After the second elder entered, he first observed the surrounding environment, but did not find any 

abnormalities. Moreover, this space was so small that one could see the end of it at a glance. It was not 

shrouded in fog, so one could see everything clearly. 

He stood in the space in a daze, not knowing what to do. 

After a long time, everything was still normal. 

The second elder sighed softly and sat on the ground casually. 

After an unknown period of time, the second elder, who had been resting with his eyes closed, suddenly 

opened his bright eyes and looked around vigilantly. 

He heard a sound that sounded like the wind, but he was not sure because the sound of the wind was 

different from what he knew. 

Just as the 2nd elder was feeling extremely puzzled, suddenly, a gust of wind whistled through the air. 

The wind seemed to fill the entire space, and lightning as thick as a baby’s arm was mixed in the wind. 

The dark gray Hurricane was filled with electric sparks as it bared its fangs and brandished its claws at 

the 2nd elder ... 

The second elder was shocked and immediately calmed his mind. 



The next second, the hurricane drowned him! 

In the wind, the second elder controlled his body’s balance as he dodged to the left and to the right to 

block the lightning attacks. The lightning came from the center of the storm, where there were 

countless lightning clouds. However, their attacks were very orderly, and they were shot out from the 

center of the lightning clouds in an orderly manner. 

Fortunately, the wind was not an attack. Even so, if one was not careful, the person in the wind would 

be swept into the center of the lightning. If that happened, they would either die or be injured. 

The wind accompanied by lightning wreaked havoc on the second elder’s body for a long time before he 

reluctantly left. 

Then, the voice of the space manager sounded in the space. 

“Old man, you’ve passed the first test.” 

When the 2nd elder heard this voice, he finally felt relieved. At this moment, the 2nd elder was both 

mentally and physically exhausted. After a long time of being under high pressure and tension, he fell to 

the ground. 

At this time, his clothes were already drenched in sweat. His entire body was in a sorry state. He was 

covered in wounds, and blood was flowing out of them. 

“Do you want to continue with the second stage?” After a long while, the space manager asked. 

“No! I want to rest!” The second elder said in an extremely weak voice. With his current physical 

condition, continuing to challenge the levels would only be courting death. 

AI! They didn’t expect the second realm to be like this. They didn’t have a real sparring partner, and 

their opponent was the mysterious power of nature. 

He didn’t know how long it took him to pass the first level, but he knew how much he had paid. He 

didn’t even have a chance to attack, but just dodging the omnipresent lightning had consumed almost 

all of his divine power. Fortunately, he had passed this level in the end. Otherwise, he would have been 

depressed to death! 

“Alright!” The space manager said. Then, a bright light transported the second elder out. 

After returning to his original place, the second elder immediately sat down cross-legged to regulate his 

breathing and seized the time to absorb the spiritual Qi in the space. Fortunately, the spiritual Qi here 

was still quite dense, otherwise, he would have been depressed to death! 

Actually, he could have taken a pill to replenish his divine power. However, he had run out of his stock 

during the hellish training and he had only bought a bottle from Leng ruoxue. Hence, he could not bear 

to take it. Now that he thought about it, he really regretted it! If he was like Cheng Xuan, buying a few 

hundred bottles, he could continue to break through the levels, sigh! He regretted it so much that his 

intestines turned green. 

However, there was no medicine for regret in this world, so he could only accept his fate. The only thing 

he could pray for now was that he would be able to complete all ten stages within half a year. 



Not long after the second elder came out of the trial space, more people were sent out one after 

another. Moreover, the people who were sent out were all elders of the ning family, and each of them 

had a bloody wound on their body. This fact made the second elder and the others very depressed. 

“Second elder! Why are we the only ones out? Where are Feng Da and the others?” The nineteenth 

elder asked with a pale face. The anger in his heart was rising. 

“They haven’t come out yet.” The second elder said in a low voice. He was the first person to come out 

from inside. 

“We’ve already been transported out. How could they not have come out after so long?” 19th elder’s 

face was filled with doubt. F * ck! Could there be something fishy going on? 

“19th elder, how many levels did you pass?” The second elder ignored the 19th elder’s words and 

changed the topic. 

“I’ve passed two stages, and the third stage has been sent out. ” The nineteenth elder said gloomily. 

“I’ve only passed one level. ” The second elder couldn’t help but ask. 
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“How is this possible?” 19th elder had a look of disbelief. 

“What’s impossible? I’m a reverent-God, and this stage alone almost used up all my divine power.” The 

second elder said gloomily. 

“Second elder, what are you going to do next?” The nineteenth elder said worriedly. In fact, his result 

was not much better than the second elder ‘s. After two rounds, he did not have much Shen power left. 

Going to the third round was just to explore the way. 

“Of course we have to go through the stages one by one. However, I am more worried about our Shen 

power. We only have half a year’s time. If we don’t make good use of it, who knows what kind of 

punishment we will receive next.” The second elder said worriedly. 

“AI! Who said it wasn ‘t! Why don’t we buy some pills from young master Cheng?” The nineteenth elder 

suggested. 

“Will he sell it?” The second elder was not too sure. 

“He’ll definitely sell it. Our two families have been friends for generations. He can’t just leave us in the 

lurch!” The nineteenth elder said with absolute certainty. 

Their time was tight, and their tasks were heavy, especially in the later stages of the trial, which would 

be even more difficult. Therefore, they had no time to slowly absorb spiritual Qi. Therefore, pills that 

could quickly recover divine power became their first choice. The reason why he was so sure that Cheng 

Xuan would definitely sell the pills to them, other than the fact that the two families were friends for 

generations, was also because Cheng Xuan had ten years to pass the trials here, unlike them, who were 

pressed for time! 



“Then we’ll ask him after he comes out!” The second elder said softly. He was not as confident as the 

19th elder. After all, Cheng Xuan also needed pills to replenish his divine power, even though he was not 

in as much of a hurry as they were. 

“Yes.” 19th elder nodded and calculated how many pills he had to buy to pass the 10 rounds. 

However, after waiting for a long time, Cheng Xuan still had not come out of the trial space. A month 

had already passed. During this time, the second elder had completed the second stage, while the 

nineteenth elder and the others had also passed the third stage. 

The difficulty of each of the ten trials was greater than the previous one. Now, some of the elders were 

already feeling extremely strained, and this was only the beginning. 

As the elders watched anxiously, another month passed. The second elder, who was the most powerful 

among them, had only passed the third level. The other elders were stuck at the fifth level. 

“Second elder, there are three more months before our deadline is up. None of these people have come 

out yet. This is really infuriating. Did something happen to them inside?” In the dusky space, the 

nineteenth elder said with a crow’s mouth. 

“Don’t talk nonsense! This place was created by Leng ruoxue. How could she watch her subordinate get 

into an accident?” The second elder quickly rebuked. 

“What’s wrong? Does the nineteenth elder really want us to meet with an accident?” All of a sudden, 

Feng DA’s voice entered their ears. The nineteenth elder was shocked. 

F * ck! They didn’t come out earlier or later, but why did they come out when he said this? Moreover, 

they actually came out together. How could he believe that there was nothing fishy going on between 

them and that wretched girl! 

“Hehe! I didn’t mean it that way. I’m just a little worried about you guys. ” The nineteenth elder said 

awkwardly. Although he suspected that they were lying, he could only accept his fate. 

“There’s no need to worry about us. Nineteenth elder, you should worry more about yourself! You don’t 

have much time left. ” Feng Da said with a smirk. 

After hearing Feng DA’s words, all the elders present were livid with anger. What did he mean by their 

time was running out? Although they understood that Feng Da was referring to the time limit of their 

trials, what Feng Da said did not sound right to them. 

“W-what are you saying?” The nineteenth elder said in a slightly displeased tone. The other elders could 

bear it, but he couldn ‘t. 

“What did I say?” Feng Da looked surprised, as if he didn’t understand why 19th elder was angry. He 

looked at him innocently. 

“You said we don’t have much time! We’re alive and well, how can we not have much time left?” The 

nineteenth elder roared. 



“Hehe! Just because of this small matter! 19th elder, you’re thinking too much. I didn’t say that you’re 

dying. What I meant was that the time for your trial is almost up. I’m just worried for you!” Feng Da said, 

feeling wronged. 

“Hmph!” After hearing Feng DA’s explanation, 19th elder turned his head to the other side proudly, not 

looking at him. 

Seeing this, Feng Da did not want to be snubbed, so he led Lin Yuan and the others to find a corner to sit 

down. However, as soon as they sat down, nineteenth elder came over. 

“Young master Cheng! What took you so long?” The 19th elder looked at Cheng Xuan and said very 

kindly. 

“I’ve been challenging the levels, so they should be as well. ” Cheng Xuan replied honestly. Although he 

didn’t know what the nineteenth elder’s intentions were, good children shouldn’t lie! 

“Then which level did you pass?” The nineteenth elder asked in surprise. 

“It’s time for the eighth trial. ” Cheng Xuan chuckled, his face full of joy. He had not expected that he 

would be able to pass all seven trials in one go. However, the eighth trial would not be easy to pass. 

“What?” The nineteenth elder was shocked, and his expression became uglier. He didn’t expect Cheng 

Xuan to reach the eighth level. Cheng Xuan had stayed in the trial space for so long and passed eight 

levels in a row. He should have eaten a lot of pills to replenish his divine power. Did he still have any? At 

this moment, 19th elder was feeling a little uncertain. 

“Are you very surprised, nineteenth elder? They’re almost at the eighth level, and Feng Da is on the 

ninth!” Cheng Xuan pointed at Feng Da and the others with a puzzled look. 

“Of course we’re surprised. Most of our elders have only passed the fourth level. The second elder, who 

is the most powerful among us, has only passed the third level so far.” The 19th elder was so depressed 

that he almost vomited blood. This was really infuriating! The speed at which Cheng Xuan and the others 

had cleared the stage was almost twice as fast as them. This result had greatly hurt their self-esteem. 

“So that’s how it is! However, you don’t have to worry too much. After all, your strength is there for all 

to see! It’s only a matter of time before he passes all ten. ” Cheng Xuan consoled her with a face full of 

sympathy. At this moment, he was starting to suspect that Leng ruoxue was intentionally pranking these 

elders. However, Leng ruoxue wouldn’t be that bored, would she? 

“But we don’t have much time.” The nineteenth elder said pitifully with a bitter face. 

“Hehe! Nineteenth elder, you said it yourself this time. You don’t have much time left. ” Feng Da 

interjected with an evil smile after hearing the nineteenth elder’s words. 

“You ... I’m talking to young master Cheng, it’s none of your business! Don’t interrupt!” The nineteenth 

elder said in an unpleasant tone. 

“It’s fine if you don’t want to say it, but don’t beg us to say it in the future. ” Feng Da said with a smile. 

“Do you think I’ll beg you to speak? Stop daydreaming!” 19th elder had a disdainful look on his face, as if 

Feng Da had just said a big joke. 



 


